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in Maa . America must maintain Its capability to prctew

military power to protect its national interest It is

clearly evident that the synchronization of political and

military objectives and the operational planniln for Oper-

ation Just Cau a resulted in the highly successful execution

of a:ampaign that will become a model against which future

power projection operations will be measured.

Similar military operations have not been as success-

ful. This paper analyzes one such campaign, the 1956 Anglo,

French and Israeli war against Egypt, and identifies the

reasons for that military venture to fail to achieve the

political objectives desired by the governments involved.

As will be seen, lessons learned from analysis of the 1956

Suez Crises can be applied directly to the present day

formulation of national strategy and corresponding restruc-

turing of U.S. military forces in the aftermath of the

tremendous changes occurring in the U.S.S.R. and Eastern

Europe.

As with any event that occurs in a volatile and complex

area like the Xiddle East, there is no single cause that

precipitated the conflict that took place in Sinai Desert

and the Suez Canal in October and November of 1956. The

effects of the dissolution of the English and French

colonial empres, the rising nationalism of Arab countries

and their antagonism to the survival of the Israeli state,



and the de lre m t Vost .ern cwox-, t:ontain the sprea.

o :=muni5m -- all c:oupled with the peraonalities of strong

W11104 naional laders -- provided the inredienns for an

e:0o0ive 3ituation. The catalyst that set off the Sue=

,:risis was the nanionalization of the Zue2 Canal by Egypt's

PresLent, Game! Abdul Nasser, on 26 July 1956.

Nasner had become the preeminent Arab leader and the

leading spokesman for Arab nationalism. His belief that

only a strong Egypt could sit at the bargaining table and

negotiate with Israel had vaused him to turn to the U.S.S.R

for arms support alter repeated efforts to obtain arms from

the West.(l)

At the same time he saw Egypt being threatened by an

agsr nsive neighbor, he and his country were subjected to

what was perceived by them to be a blow to their national

pride. This occurred when the United States, on 19 July

1956, refused to Fr-vide financial assistance to Egypt for

construction of the Aswan Dam project on the Nile River. As

a direct result, Nasser nationalized the Suez Canal two

weeks later. His desires were not only to have full control

over the revenues the Canal generated, but also to recover

full sovereignty over every inch of Egypt and to eliminate

foreign influence over the economy. (2)

Reaction to the nationalization of the canal by the

British, French and Israelis was focussed upon two primary

issues. The first was the man, Nasser. All three countries

saw him as the leader of a dangerous Arab nationalist

movement that was becoming stronger and was a threat to each

2



country: Israel's survival. France's colonial interests in

Algeria. and Britain's :ontinuod presence and prestige in

the Middle Ea&3t. the British and French Prime Ministers --

Anthony Eden and Guy Molet respectively -- saw Nasser as

Hitler incarnate and regarded the Suez as a potential second

Munich if they failed to respond.

The second concern was economic. England and France

viewed a nationalized canal under full Egyptian control as a

threat to the flow of oil from Iran and the Gulf States.

England saw herself cut off from Asia, and from trade with

her colonies and former colonies. Both England and France

perceived Nasser's act as theft of property from the stock-

holders of the Canal Holding Company -- a stock, company that

owned and managed the canal -- in spite of Nasser's pledge

to reimburse the stockholders for their shares. While

Israel had been prohibited from using the canal prior to

nationalization, the Israeli Prime Minister, David

Ben-Gurion, saw Nasser's act as further proof that Egypt was

becoming more aggressive and that war was inevitable.

The response by Britain and France was to begin

formulating a national strategy that had as it aims to

return the Suez Canal to western control, and to destroy

Nasser and neutralize his ability to support nationalistic

causes in the region. (3) While other elements of power --

particularly, economic and political elements -- were

exercised in coordination with the military element, the use

of military power was viewed as the essential means of

regaining control of the Canal from the beginning. Israel's

3



isolation in tht area Lett her no opLcn cther r., ;j tA -y

if sh, chose to act.

Thy initiC-1 ~ ~'1 th4 And~s -an -:

Iorwn t was to act 4wiev~ 17 an 11 !z

~ ~cri L t~dAltey after Yassar's *declarati-= of national-

:=Ation, would have had broad public support and may have

b.on succa'sul.

A gross overestimation of Egyptian capability precluded

any aggressive response by the British and French. The

intelligence assessment of Egyptian capability was based on

receipt of modern equipment provided by the Russians and nct

on an aggregate analysis of equipment, training and force

readiness. Other sources-estimated that only 50 of 200

Soviet tanks were operational at the time and that the Air

Force was in similar straits, with only 30 of the 100 new

Mig-15 fighters and 10 of the 50 Ilyushin bombers

combat-ready. (4) Xoshe Dyan, Chief of the Israeli General

Staff at the time, believed that a rapid and forceful

response at this early time would have crumbled Nasser's

military and achieved its objectives. (5)

While soe light forces froi each nation my have been

able to respond quickly, the overestimate of the capability

of the Egyptian armed forces by British and French military

leaders convinced all concerned that a heavier and more

powerful force would be necessary to accowlcish the goals of

the operation. Modern fighter* and bombers were either in

NATO and would take soame time to deploy to. the area, or were'

4



z~arioned in Arab countriaz who would object to their baces

beinE usad to attack another Arab state. .yprus had been

00.natod 't_h" strategic base in the Mediterranean aroa by

the British, but had not been built up to provide such a

:arability and was itself the focus of a war of sell-

doterminadtion. It would have to be improved to be used as a

ztaginv base.

The majority of the British Army's strategic reserve was

involved in anti-terrorist activities on the Island of

Cyprus. Paratroopers stationed on the island had not done

parachute training for months, and the infantry and

commandos had not practiced amphibious or combined arn.

training for over a year. There were no transport aircraft

and only two landing ship tanks (LSTs) in the area of

operation. Almost all of the amphibious landing craft were

in mothballs in England. The only armored force in the area

was the 10th British Armored Division, stationed in Libya.

However, the division had no tank transports, limiting its

mobility. In the end the division could not have been used

because the Libyan government would not grant permission for

it to stage from Libya to attack its Arab neighbor. (6)

The French Army was little better off. Although it was

a more combat-seasoned force because of its experiences in

Southeast Asia and Algeria, the Algerian struggle had

drained off the resarves; and, like the British, they had

only a few landing craft and air transports available.

The assessment of the respective Chiefs z'l Staff was

that in order to achieve the strategic objectives, it would

5



:ix og^ki bLfore the pro~e~ at Ingation

of the t nt na-,Zn':i fo't-A,.s and other preparationo would be

,cplzoand rfonW-vz opera'tions couldi to undar'ta~on. (7)

- b- ad -orrac.ly assumed that the British and

Frenc:h would not be able to take military action against him

when he decided to exeuto his plan to nationali=e the

canal. He believed that Britain could not cooperate with

[srael nor risk its position and interests in the Middle

East. His assessment of British force dispositions and

capabilities led hi-m to conclude correctly that it would

take at least two months for 'tha British to mobilize a force

capable of taking action against him. By that time he

believed that a diplomatic arrangement would be negotiated.

France, he assessed, was occupied in Algeria to the extent

that she would not be able to participate in armed action

against Egypt. (8)

It is clear that the lack of preparedness of the

British and French to :Veact immediately and resolutely t

the Egyptian nationalization had been assessed correctly by

Nasser. Neither country had the capability to deter Nasser;

and, once he acted, noither could present a credible show of

force to cause him to back down. IBoth governments were,

however, determined that Nasser's Nationalization Act was

not going to remain unchallenged. Actions to increase force

preparedness began. Reservists were mobilized, forces were

brought to increased readiness and repositioned, and

aircraft and technicians were moved to Cyprus, which was

transformed into an operational base. (9)
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A combined Anglo-Fror-.h staf is ormad to bigin

planning The campaign. Figu,** l) It was decided that the

Pri'ish would take the lead because Egypt had traditionally

been in the EnSlish sphere of influence, and because both

Cyprus and Malta, which would be the staSing and support

bases for the operations, were British facilities. The

"special relationship" with America that could be claimed by

the British also contributed to the decision for British

leadership in the operation In hopes that Britain's

influence with the U.S. would help maintain American

neutrality. dO)

The Commander of British Land Forces in the Middle East

-- General Sir Charles Kneightly -- was appointed Supreme

Allied Commander; Vice Admiral D'Escadre BarJot, Commander

of the French Mediterranean Fleet, was named deputy.

Lieutenant General Sir Hu:gh Stockwell was designated the

commander of land forces. General Andre Beaufre, his

deputy, was also the commander of all French land troops.

The naval and air force joint command structures were

similarly arganized, with each service under British command

with a French deputy.(11)

By 5 August the joint staff was working in the old

Second World War apartments under the Thames River preparing

the plan for joint operations against Egypt. (12) As will be

seen, the selection of this planning site foretold the type

of operation that was to be planned. The staff translated

the political aims of the operation into operational

objectives and determined the conditions that would

7



.:onstiuto su,:cess. In this operation the declared aim was:

"to mount Joint operations against ESypt to restore the Suez

Canal to international control."(13) This aim appeared a

straightforward operation to occupy the canal; however, the

unstated, overriding, political aim of both Britain and

France was the removal of Nasser and installation of a

ragi=.n less hostile to the West.(14)

The desire by the leaders of the British and French

governments to topple gasser dictated that the center of

gravity for the operation would have to be the defeat of

Egyptian Armed Forces and the occupation of Cairo.(15) This

meant that a relative quick strike by lighter, more trans-

portable forces against key targets in the canal t'hat would

provide control of the Suez would not be possible. The

desire to topple Nasser took away military options that

would have enabled the allies to act quickly to capitalize

on the initial popular support for action prior to the

worldwide diplomatic pressure to settle the dispute by

negotiation.

Prior to the Suez nationalization, the bulk of Egypt's

land forces had been either positioned in, or oriented to

defense of the Sinai against the Israeli threat. However,

with the saber rattling and overt actions by the British and

French, Nasser had increased the Northern Egyptian Command

to a fully operational level and had began pulling forces

from the Sinai to defenO approaches to Cairo from Alexandria

and the canal.(16)

It was estimated by the Combined Staff planners that,

8
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whilo %'"e ESvptian armor forces may not be able to fully

execute mobile operations, they would pose a formidable

obstacle if the unitG were fought from dofensiva

po3itions.(17) iivQn this estimate of enemy stren-th and

capability, it was proposed to execute a World War 1! style

amphibious operation, with heavy forces landing at

Alexandria and then proceeding to Cairo.(18)

The plan, named "Muskateer" had four phases. The first

phase would be a 2 day air operation designed to destroy the

Egyptian Air Force. A coordinated air and land assualt

would secure Alexandria the next day. Over the next week

forces would be put ashore and assembled for the final

assualt on Cairo.(19)(Figure 2)

The plan envisioned bombing to destroy Egyptian

aircraft and the airfields from which they operated in order

to gain air superiority. The assault phase had a planned

shore bombardment by naval forces as a prelude to the

assualt of Alexandria. Airborne operations would secure the

flanks of the operational area and an armored breakout would

move toward Cairo and the climactic battle with the Egyptian

forces. It sounded like a another D-Day, 1944.

The plan was approved )n the 8th of August by Eden and

confirmed shortly thereafter by Mollet.(20) D-Day was set

for 16 September, with air action to begin on the 13th of

the month.(21' The force began assembling to move, with the

British 3d Armored Division preparing to embark in Britain

and forces in Cyprus, Malta, and Algeria assembling for

movereitt.

9
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However, dark clouds were beginning to loom over the

entire endeavor. Tremendous political pressure was being

brou~ht to bear on the British and French not to take

military action to recolve the crises. The United States

was pressing hard for a negotiated settlement. Tresident

Eisenhower and Secretary of State Dulles viewed the issue an

"a business dispute over the control zi a public

utility."(22) Eden's public support was steadily erodinS at

home. In the time Nasser had controlled the canal, the

predicted economic collapse had not taken place. The canal

had continued to pass traffic without interruption. As

such, Eden's political support was also thining, and he was

struggling to hold what support he had.(23) The inability

to respond to the nationalization quickly was beginning to

exact a penalty -- loss of support and will of the British

public.

The difficulties in assembling the large force, its

necessary transport means and logistic support caused a

postponement of D-Day to 25 September. Again time was

Eden's enemy. Thile the French continued to be resolute,

Eden soon visualized the magnitude of the civilian and

military casualties that were going to result from the

aerial and naval bombardment, and from the subsequent

assualt against a large fortified city. He correctly

foresaw the outcry this would cause at home and inter-

nationally. He ordered the military objective changed from

Alexandria to Port Said, a smaller city that appeared to be

less well-defended.(Figure 3) Selection of Port Said also

10



Ifc:uzod the aizau1' a3ainst 'the -anal and its control.

atter which Nasser's Army and Cairo could be moved against

if Vt was necessary.

This alteration was more than a change in objective.

* The concept of the operation began to shift from a full

scale invasion and war to destroy the Egyptian Armed Forces.

,to a "police" action with limited objectives. Limitations

were to be placed on the freedom of action of field

co-manderz. In sum, political issues were going to take

front seat over military issues.

The revised plan was dubbed "Musketeer (Revised)." A

centerpiece to the planning for its execution was that it

was to be conducted "cleanly" with as few Egyptian and

friendly casualties as possible commensurate with attaining

the military objectives of the operation.(24) Ironically,

the revised concept could have been executed earlier had the

risk of employing a lighter force been taken or had Eden azd

Mollet not directed that an aim of the campaign was to

eliminate Nasser.

The details of the revised plan were filled out during

September and early October 1956. The concspt was based

upon a sequenced campaign. The campaign included an

expanded air operation of 5 days to destroy the Egyptian Air

Force. The air offensive included a psychological bombing

campaign to create an atmosphere of hysteria in the Egyptian

people to either force Nasser from power or, at the least

force him to negotiate. The 5 days would also allow time to

transport the assault force from Cyprus for the amphibious

11
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operatLon. The air phace would be followed by an air

-*,zzault to so*.ure Ports Zaid and Fouad for the offloadLnS of

ho ho3vy orca. Tho armored forces would then rovQ

qut-7kly nz zecure tho canal and then push on to Cairo If

nieessary. It was hoped that the canal could be cocured in

4 to 10 aye.#253)Figure 4)

By this time the steady erosion of support for the

operation had become a flood which threatened to sink Eden

and his plans before they could be executed. Division

witlin Eden's Conservativo Party was deep, and the majority

of Its =mebers wore becoming disenchanted with a military

solution. Critics of the plan questioned the elimination of

Nasser; and, if that was successful, they believed that the

concept for a post-Nasser government was vague. In the face

of the continued opposition at home and the strong sentiment

against British and French views worldwide, Eden came to

accept the fact that a negotiated settlement under the

auspices of the United Nations might be the only possible

solution. He agreed to talk to the Egyptians; Kollet

reluctantly concurred.(26)

Military planning and force preparations, however,

continued unabated and the invasion date was only delayed

until mid-October -- not cancelled -- while the United

Nations attempted to resolve the crisis.

It is now time for the final actor to make an entrance

onto the stage. Israel had not been sitting by idly

observing the activities of the other parties concerned.

She had been taking military action against Palestinian and

12



Esyptian orce L n the Sinai and Gaza Strip. The purpose of

theco operations wa to oliminate the 99Anvaen (Palostinian

Suorriia) as a threat and to dactrcy their operations and

zupply bacs. Israel was nwt at all displeased by the

prosp.:t of military oper~tions against Egypt. The growing

military capability of the Egyptian Armed Forces --

particularly, the Air Force -- waa an serious concern.

Tensions had grown to the point that Israel and her Prime

Minintar, Ben-Gurion, considered conflLct inevitable.

Ben-,1urion's conviction that war was imminent led to

his decision that a preemptive strike was necessary. He

established as his aims the destruction ofe aleen bases in

the Gaza to eliminate their Ahreat of commando raids on

Israel, to free the Gulf of Akuba for Israeli shipping, and

to tarnish Nasser's military prestige to prevent a unified

Arab campaign to destroy Israel.(27) Ben-Gurion believed

that the time to attack was right. Much of the world was

focussed on the Suez situation. The super powers, urean-

while, were engrossed in their own afairs: the United

States on its presidential election and the Soviet Union on

crushing the Hungarian uprising. On 25 October he ordered

secret mobilization as he laid the foundation for the

aonspiracy that Israel, France, and England hoped would

deceive the world.(28)

A special relationship between France and Israel had

evolved over a period of several years. In the early 1950s

French socialists had developed a feeling of solidarity with

the governing socialist party of Israel and had taken on the

13



ro23nLblliy to provido ar= to help zhAt strugSlin-

nation nurviva. The raolitonhip h-ad otitinued % France

re=inad tsrAel' most roliable ar= mupplfior. After the

nationaltation of the canal, tho two countries bean

workin S ¢1o~ely together. tranco was interoatqd in

altorna0tz to British assistance, as that ally bean to

appear less firmly dormittd to a military enterprise to

regain control ot the canal.

trench laders did not confide to Eden their Srowing

ollusion with Israel. Eden was not a friend of Israel.

The current Israeli leadership was comprised of the va.iv

individuals who had fought a terrorict war against the

British and wore still regarded as terrorists by many senior

British leaders. Eden also knew, that if he allied. himself

with Israel, Britain's influence with Arab nations of the

Kiddie East would be severely damged. P.Ad he known that

France had been conferrine with Israel he may not have been

pulled into the military alliance with France. As it was,

France had assured itself that it would have a war, one way

or another. Ii England pulled out -- a situation which was

looking all the more likely -- then they could side with

Israel. The question was not if Egypt was going to be

attacked, but when and by whom, (29)

By early October the crisis had been ongoing for 10

weeks. MilitAry forces were benefiting from the time tu

train and sharpen their skills, but it was difficult to keep

the soldiers4 intensity at peak level. Reservists were

becoming particularly outspoken in their desire to be

14



Yhi1.2 the rzlmrity of the Franth people %till

avore~1 intorventico. 'tho Pr1iih ware firmly On the sid OA

neq*-itton. Howover. Edon utill belioved it was nca=rry

V At Ho wante to richt the wonr done to Enla and

hokp.-cs!i, and th.-t inluded Ynazrlz roioval frorz power.

AgaInat this backdrop and the gowing, tasons in the

Xiddlo Eaot beinS fuela by E raeli concer; over threat of

a combined Arab atrike *Zait them, the Sriish leaL-ned =0

the collusion betweo,-he forl- and Fronch governentz.

At this point Eden wu not ac quick to rule out an *llianco

with Israel as long an the allance remained sacret. 30)

The French then presented a propocal that would provide the

basis for British and French Intervention in the Canal Zone.

The Israelis would launch a preemptive strike against Egypt

* in the Stnai. The conflict would endanger the continued

* operations ot the canal. Under the pretext of protecting

thq Suez, Britain and France would demand that both nations

withdraw from an area of 10 miles around the canal. The

wording of the ultimatum would be such that Egypt could not

possibly accept the demand. The allies would then occupy

the canal to protect it and to ensure that operations would

continue without interference or damage. In sum, a great

fraud was being planned that would amount to an annulment of

the nationalization act and would ensure that the Suez Canal

would be returned to control of the European powers. Eden

was enthusiastic and accepted the concept as presented.(31)

Britain, Prance and Israel had established an alliance %mong

themselves to fc 'ce Egypt to drop its claim to the

15



canal 0-2*

Tho plan to coor ,.tate the a& onz of th thrt

--=vrir~n5 nations wa% %itpla and raihor %traihorward

It was aSrod that th op uration uld b zx*ou a by 29

aobtor 1)i Tho loraoel zvriue across tho SinAl had boon

zrov£osly ponned ane waz roady tor executton. -he

Anglo-French intorvontion would requirg the ecuton of the

Scurront "1Xusk~to-, (Ravisad)" za--Paign plan.

Tho only modification made to those oxistu plans was

-h* £ncorvzratLon of allied support to tho Israoli plan.

While Izraal was confidont that she could defeat the

Egyptian ground forces, the capability of the Egyptian Air

Force was a concern. Israel feared that the Egyptian Air

Force might be able to use its long range capability to bomb

Israeli territory. Total commitment of the Israeli Air

Force to support of ground operations left Israeli rear

areas without adequate air cover. The allies agreed to

provide Israel 65 fighters and pilots during the initial

ph&se of the campaign. These forces were to provide

additional air cover until destr'ction of the egyptian Air

Force could be completed during the first phase of the

intervention.(33)

For the campaign to commence by the agreed date,

General Stockwell, who had not been informed of the

collusion plan until the 26th of October, had to begin

emtarking forces immediately. As a result, ground forces

were aboard ship, and naval and air force elements were

assembled and ready to strike within hours of the Israeli
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attack -- prior to announ e4e.nt of the ultimatum: by the

British and French Zovernmens.

At rwilight on the 29th of October [sraelt forces

attacked in the Sinai. Koshe Dyan, Chief of the Israeli

General Staff, had clearly stated his objectives: create a

military threat to the Suez Canal by seizing objectives in

its proximity; Capture the Straits of Tiran; and, confuse

the organization of Egyptian forces in the Sinai to bring

abou% their collapse.(34)

Dyan's intent was simple. Defeat the Egyptians as

quickly as possible and achieve complete control of the

Sinai. Capture as much as possible of the enemy's equipment

and to maintain the "aim!' of the offense until the objective

was gained.(35) His scheme of maneuver called for use of

airborne forces deep to seize key terrain at Mitla Pass and

rapid armored movements to penetrate and move rapidly to

link up with the airborne. Strong points were to be

bypassed and dealt with latter. The four axes of attac'.

ensured complete control of the Sinai, to include the Gulf

of Akaba, and the approachs from Egypt into the peninsula.

One axis was from Kuntilla to Suez. The second from Kuseime

to Ismaili. The northern axis was from Gaza to Qantara, and

the southern from Eilat to Sharm-El-Sheik. (Figure 5)

The Israeli attack commenced with a parachute drop at

the Mitla pass. The operation was executed as planned;

however, resistance in some areas was stronger than

expected. In fact, if Nasser had not thinned his forces in

the Sinai, the fight coud- .ave been more difficult. In the
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tinal analysis, though, the Egyptian Army was being beaten,

and the central question was whether the Egyptians would be

ablo to offer enough resistance to allow time for the

British and French to intervene.

Nasser was completely surprised by Israel's strike;

and, when he fully realized it was more than another

reprisal raid, he believed that the British were uking the

Israelis as their agent to defeat him. He concluded that

the buildup action on Cyprus and Malta were deception

operations and began reinforcing the Sinai with units he had

only recently moved to protect Northern Egypt.(36)

On the 30th of October, the British and French

announced their intent to intervene "...to safe guard the

free passage of the canal...and that Anglo-French forces

should be allowed to occupy key points at Port Said, Ismaila

and Suez."(37) Israel accepted the ultimatum, Egypt did

not. At last Britain and France could execute their cause

celebre

This time the allied military was prepared to respond.

British and French Air Forces began operations on 31

October. They quickly gained air superiority and destroyed

the Egyptian Air Force. The air phase of the operation

continued until 5 November while ground assault forces were

being tranopmrted from Cyprus.

The airborne operations at Port Said and Port Fouad on

5 November were completely successful. The Egyptian

resistance was completely ineffective and both ports were

secured that day. The next day the amphibious landings were
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mostly adminlstrative in nature. The biSest problem iae:inS

the British was the continued resistance by the EZyptian

people who had been armed by the local officials. They

coninuod 1o harrass the British as they tried to press onI with :the operation. A glaring deficiency in the plan was

the lack of thought or planning of who and how to administer

the port cities after they had been occupied, Eventually,

r the British had to turn to the EHyptian police chief to try

to keep order. The police chief, however, had issued the

order to arm the populace and still took his instructions

,~from the national government even after his appointment by

the British.

In spite of some difficulties everything was on

schedule, and the breakout to Ismaili was well on its way to

being executed. The armor had come ashore in the landing

and the bridges out of the port cities had been captured

intact. While there was still some resistance in Port Said,

Port Fouad was quiet and French forces were in complete

control.

The outcome of the crisis, though, would not be

determined by military action. Whatever the military

outcome, the operation was to be a defeat for the allies.

The hoped-for collapse of public will and demand that Nasser

negotiate a settlement or be removed from power did not

occur. The transparent objectives of the intervention

solidJfied Nasser's support among his people -- even with

those who had opposed him and had been sympathetic to his

downfall. The intervention and bombing quickly rallied
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r;-ld opinion to Nasser's side. He reali=ed that worldwide

,piblic jpinion ,was his createst force, and he manipulated it

skillfully. He would be able to win battles his armed forces

couid not.

Wh it had started as a politically and economically

motivated confrontation would end as a result of the same

elements. The intervention was causing serious economic

strains in 4ngland, and the, pound sterling was being sold at

an unprecedented rate. Only intervention in the financial

markets by the Bank of England had kept the exchange rate at

a reasonable level. In the process, British reserves had

fallen to less then S1O0 million dollars. The value of the

pound could only be sustained with a loan from the United

States, and the U.S. would only assist if the Suez operation

ceased. Additionally, the Soviet Union had bluntly

threatened Britain and France with nuclear retaliation if

they did not end their operations.(38)

At 1800 hours on the 6th of November the allies

accepted a United Nations resolution for a ceasefire and a

UN-sanctioned international force to secure the Canal Zone.

The ceasefire would be effective at 2400 hours that

night. (39) In the last hours British and French forces made

every attempt to reach as far south as possible along the

canal. When the ceasefire became effective allied forces

had reached as far as El Cap.

On 30 November, the first units of the UN Peacekeeping

Force -- two companies of Danish Infantry -- arrived and

began occupying positions between Anglo-French forces and
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the E$ypttans. By 2 tecembor the last Od the allied forces

had been withdrawn: and, the attempt by Britain and France

to reestaUlish their Egyptian domination and topple Nasser

had failed.

!.n the end, what were the results of the -events that

had played out in the six months since Nasser had

nationalized the canal?

Egypt: Egypt was the victor of the Suez crisis.

Her control of the canal was secure. Britain and France

were no longer threats to either her control of the Sue: or

her political leadership. The overwhelming military defeat

suffered in the Sinai and at Ports Said and Fouad were

hidden by the crushing political victory Nasser had achieved

as a result of the negotiations to end the crisis. Nasser's

position as leader in Egypt was not only reinforced and more

secure than ever, but also his prestige had increased

immensely. He became the Arab spokesman for pan-Arabism,

took on the causes of anticolonalism, and emerged as a

leader of the Third World.

Britain: Britain was the big loser. She

completely lost her prestige as a world power. Nasser had

not been toppled from power and the nationalization of the

canal had not been reversed. It was obvious that England

would never again be a dominant world player.

France: The Suez intervention was another in the

long list of places that France would try to stem the tide

of nationalism by military action. As in the other cases,

she also failed in Egypt. Her primary objective of
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eliminating 5asser as a voice for Arab nationalism anda

supplier of arms to Algeria was n-m achieved. After the

war, Egypt, along with other Arab countries who were

in,:ensed with French action, increased their aid to the

Algerian rebels.(40) In the long term, France's reaLization

rhat England was not a reliable partner and the US's failure

to stand with her allies gave rise to the policies of

independent action championed by Charles DeGaulle.

Israel: Unlike Britain and France, Israel

achieved some of her objectives. She freed the Gulf ol

Akaba, destroyed the fedayeen bases and defeated the

Egyptian Army. (41) In retrospect, though, the victories

were hollow. Egypt's armed forces were rebuilt; no long-

term deterrent effect had been achieved. Guerrilla raids

would soon resume, and the need to repeat the preemptive

strike into the Sinai would cause a repeat performance in

little more than 10 y~ars.

Despite the belief of many British and French military

leaders that their forces had achieved a military victory

that was ultimately lost politically, the game was over

before one shot was fired. Nasser nationalized the canal

because he correctly assessed that no one could or would

stop him -- a lack of deterrence. Once he acted, the allies

were incapable of quickly and forcefully mounting an

operation against him. In the final account, in spite of

the professional performance of the British and French

soldiers and leaders, the objectives of the campaign were

not achieved because the canal was, in reality, a means to
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an iend. not the end in itself. The ultiato objec.tive

was the removal of Nasser, and there was neither the will

nor the forces available to accomplish tha% Sol. All

planning revolved around this central issjo. The initial

t"Musketeer" was designed to accomplish it militarily,

"Musketeer (Revised)" incorporated psychological warfare

techniques to accomplish it. The tragic ilaw was that it

could not be accomplished, General Beaufre, Deputy

Commander of Allied Ground Forces for the operation,

correctly assessed this fact and believed that the operation

was an attempt to solve a political problem by the milit-ary

element of power without proper diplomatic efforts having

been made to ensure the success of the operation.(42)

Beyond the desire to topple Nasser from power, there

does not appear to have been a clear political goal for

either Britain or France. What would have been the outcome

if Nasser had been overthrown or the Canal Zone occupied?

There was little thought given to who would replace Nasser,

what that person's power base would have been or his

legitimacy to govern. The reestablishment of colonial

domination by Britain and France would not have been

accepted by the international community. Britain could not

afford to garrisUn the Canal Zone once it had been occupied;

80,000 soldiers bad been removed from the zone only i31o

years before because of the cost. To return to the status

quo would not have been acceptable, either, since Nasser had

shown he could run the canal and had acted the rational man.

He had robbed the allies of a tyrant -- unlike the situation
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wt-nhe Unit $ta .2 and .nul Yorie-a In Panama.

Ulmrat-eLy thera wae no oblctiv. by the t me the operation

unfldoad, This reul-d in tht. vaci!!*tion between the

oprationrs plans; the collusion with [srael; and, in the

and. the l, acc o will on the part of Eden. both pa'aonally

and ,eliti.a~ly, to cont'nuo the operation.(43)

At the operational level the zmat glaring failure was

in inteligence. The overestimation of Egyptian

capabilities caused military leaders to respond too

cautiously. Light forces were available to respond and

carriers and marines were in the Mediterranean, but the

miscalculation of Egyptian ground and air capabilities

forced plannezvs to prepare for a more ponderous operation

using armor forces. The resulting long preparatory phase

provided time for Nasser and his supporters to manipulate

public opinion to his advantage.

The lack of understanding of limited war by the

operations planners and leaders multiplied the effect of the

intelligence failure. The military failed to realize the

need to act quickly. The allies' center of gravity was the

will of their leaders and people. In the case of England,

the will of both was broken and the result was defeat.

The lack of proper forces to strike quickly and

forcefully was the culminating failure of the operation.

The British government had systematically reduced its

military forces since World War II -- reaping its "peace

dividend," so to speak. In 1955 the military philosophy was

to concentrate on nuclear deterrence and home defense. The
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army was s:ructured ro Met its NATO comzenut afid to

Sarr'on widely scattered ztatianz of the Empire. There was

no rateic rzesrve. This paucity of forces spr9ad units

ao th.nly that zhare wore few forces available for emergency

daploy=nt, and. those that were w-tre poorly trained and

inadequotely equipped to deal with modern weapons systems --

sorowhat similar to Korea. The result was a garrison army

focussed on an European battlefield incapable of responding

quickly and forcefully to contingency operations, (44)

F1nally a mistaken belief that air superiority and

bombing alone would bring about an effective termination of

hostilities war proven Wrong. As the U.S. would learn agaln

in Vietnam, air is effective as a show of resolve but must

be integrated in overall operations -to be decisive.

There are several political -and operational planning

lessons to be gleaned from this campaig. Most %he U.S. has

learned and applied in Just Cause. The lesson that is inos,"

appropriatt at this time when the military force structure

is being reviewed, is not to get caught in the same trap as

the British. England was unable to deter lasser because the

military capability of the nation had not been kept

prepared. Its force structure did not meet the needs of the

nation. The forces were not properly equipped with

sufficient modern weapons systems to meet the increasing

threat from regional powers and want-to-be powers. The

force was not adequately trained to be a ready and capable

force. Additionally, viable alliances had not been

maintained to ensure assistance and basing rights in
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Stratsi. Aeas ! tho fi&al Anls% 'ti WA wa

reTion1 powor with worldwide ntars. She did not havq

tho will to provide the rzourc to th* l!itry to ensure

its c~pability to protect those int'revtz. 1i Am-%eria is to

continue to iu1tfil its responsLbility to provide a

stai~lizinS influence In the world and, at the -jr'-tm

protect 1ta national interests, her pol-tic.1l leaders must

demonstrate the will to provide the rasources required.
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